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" A dream becomes a goal when action
is taken toward its achievement.” 

- Bo Bennett
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Hey Everyone!

I’m Marya and I’ll be running for Academic
Representative for Phase 1a.

 
So much has been going on for the last

couple of weeks and it has been wonderful
meeting so many of you! I look forward to

getting to know many more of you ☺

I’m a home student from Manchester but,
I’ve actually lived all around the world: the
Middle East, North Africa, Europe and the

US. London really reflects the multi-
cultural childhood I got to live and I’m

loving it so far!
In terms of hobbies & interests I love to
swim, work on pottery & ceramics, paint

and horse-ride. But above all, I love
watching films - something which I can

never say no to!

It is undeniable that we all have big
aspirations - otherwise we wouldn’t
be here. Which makes us all sit on
the same boat! You all know the

importance of setting goals, so here
are mine if I get elected as your

academic rep.:
Open communication channels to gain common

ground and successfully translate the needs of the
phase 1a cohort into actions

Promote Academic Integrity for a fair learning
environment

Facilitating student-faculty interactions for foster
mutual understanding

 Enhance study spaces, facilities & resources to
maximise effective learning

Celebrate academic achievements to promote a
culture of academic excellence

As one big medic family it is our role to look after one another so I am not just a candidate; I
am a fellow student who understands the challenges and aspirations we all share. Your

concerns will be my concerns. Your ideas will shape my actions. I am here to represent you
and amplify your voice!

Transparency is the cornerstone of effective representation. I pledge to be open, honest, and
accountable in all my dealings. You deserve to know what is happening, and I am dedicated to

keeping you informed about the decisions that affect our academic lives.

Last but not least, the ICSMSU and other wonderful societies do fantastic work on outreach
and providing all the resources and information required. My hope through this role is to

seamlessly and rapidly communicate your needs as students to senior teams and maximise the
positivity of your experience at Imperial!

Details:Details:
Full Name: Marya Abuarqoub

E-mail address: marya.abuarqoub23@imperial.ac.uk
Instagram: marya _abuarqoub

Please do not hesitate to email me or contact me if you have any further questions!


